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ABSTRACT
Anaphora resolution is one of the old problems in Natural Language Processing. It is the process of identifying the antecedent of an anaphoric expression in a natural language text. Most of the NLP applications such as text summarization, question answering, information extraction, machine translation etc. require the successful resolution of anaphors. In this paper, we propose a methodology for the resolution of pronominal anaphors present in Malayalam text document. The proposed methodology is a hybrid architecture employing machine learning and rule-based techniques. In our study, we have used a deep level tagger developed using a machine learning based algorithm. The deep level tagger provides detailed information regarding the number and gender of nouns in a text document. The morphological features of the language are effectively utilized for the computational analysis of Malayalam text. Despite using less amount of linguistic features, our system provides better results which can be utilized for higher level NLP tasks such as question answering, text summarization, machine translation, etc.

1 Introduction

Anaphora is a Greek word that originated in 16th-century [1]. It is comprised of ‘ana’ and ‘phora’, where ‘ana’ means back, and ‘phora’ means carrying. Anaphors can successfully avoid the repetition of a word or phrase in a text document. They frequently occur in both written and spoken forms of the text. Resolving the correct antecedent of an anaphor from the set of possible antecedents is called anaphora resolution. It is one of the complicated problems in Natural Language Processing that has got considerable attention among NLP researchers. Halliday and Hassan defined anaphora as "the cohesion which points back to some previous item" [2]. According to Hirst, "anaphora is a device for making an abbreviated reference to some entity in the expectation that the receiver of the discourse will be able to dis-abbreviate the reference and, thereby, determine the identity of the entity" [3]. Hence, anaphora resolution is the process of disambiguating the antecedent of a referring expression from the set of entities in a discourse. A simple example illustrating the use of an anaphoric expression in English is given below.

Example: John went to school. He forgot to take his umbrella.

Here the word ‘He’ is the anaphoric expression and ‘John’ is the antecedent. Expressions referring to the actual entities in the preceding text are called anaphoric expressions. While the targets of anaphoric expressions are called antecedents.

It is a dream of humankind to communicate with the computers, since the beginning of the digital era. Communication with computers is only possible through a proper understanding of natural language text. The proper understanding of natural language text is possible only after anaphora resolution. There is a large amount of text data available online in Malayalam. Malayalam Wikipedia itself contains more than 30,000 articles. This warrants us to develop tools that can be used to explore digital information presented in Malayalam and other native languages. Anaphora resolution is one such tool that helps in semantic analysis of natural language text. It is also necessary for areas like text summarization, question answering, information retrieval, machine translation, etc.

Anaphora can be broadly classified into three categories [4]. They are pronominal anaphora, Definite noun phrase anaphora, and one anaphora. Among the various types of anaphora, pronominal anaphora is the most widely used one, which is realized through anaphoric pronouns. Pronouns are short words that can be substituted for a noun or noun phrase. They always refer to an entity that is already mentioned in the discourse. Pronominal anaphors are always stronger than full definite noun phrases [5]. They are again classified into five namely personal pronouns, possessive pronouns, reflexive pronouns, Demonstrative pronouns and relative pronouns. All the above-mentioned pronouns need not be anaphoric. A simple example illustrating the use of an anaphoric expression in Malayalam is given below.
Natural languages across the world are quite diverse in their structure. One language does not follow the syntax and semantics of the other. Moreover, anaphora resolution is a challenging task since it requires expertise in different domains of language processing such as lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, semantic analysis, discourse analysis, etc. When it comes to Malayalam, the major challenges associated with anaphora resolution are

- Lack of preprocessing tools
- Lack of standard datasets
- Agglutinative nature of the language
- Free word ordering behaviour
- Influence of cases in resolving the antecedent
- Use of different fonts to encode the text, etc.

In this paper, we will focus only on resolution of pronominal anaphors present in a Malayalam text document using deep level tagging algorithms. The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the related works. Section 3 explains the system architecture. Section 4 includes experiments and results. And section 5 concludes the article along with some directions for future work.

2 Related works

Most of the earlier works in anaphora resolution were reported in English and other European languages. 'STUDENT' is one of the earliest approaches to resolve anaphors through some automated mechanism. It was a high school algebra problem answering system attempted by Bobrow in 1964 [6]. He used a set of heuristics to resolve anaphors and other questions in a text. The second work in English was reported in 1972 by Winograd [7]. He was the first one to develop an algorithm to resolve pronominal anaphors. In his study, he considered previous noun phrases as the candidate antecedents for the pronominal anaphors. Syntactic positions examine all the possibilities from the preceding text. Wilks introduced a multilevel anaphora resolution system in 1973 [8]. Each level can resolve a set of anaphors based on the complexity to find the antecedent. The first level uses the knowledge of individual lexeme meaning to resolve anaphors. Similarly, the last level uses the "focus of attention" rules to find the topic of the sentence and hence the antecedent.

The modern era on anaphora resolution in English starts with the works of Hobbs in 1977 [9]. He developed an algorithm based on the syntactic constraints of the English language. Parse trees are used to search the antecedent of an anaphor in an optimal order such that the noun phrase upon which the search terminates is regarded as the probable antecedent of the pronoun. Carter reports a shallow processing approach in 1986 [10]. His work exploits the knowledge of syntax, semantics and local focusing. But he didn’t give much attention to a large amount of domain knowledge, which he considered as a burden to process accurately. Grosz presented centering theory, a discourse-oriented study for anaphora resolution in 1977 [11]. Lappin and Leass reported another work for anaphora resolution in 1994 [12]. Their algorithm focuses on salience measures derived from the syntactic structure rather than the semantic factors present in the text. McCallum and Wellner presented a CRF based anaphora resolution system for English [13]. Similarly, Charniak and Elsner demonstrated an anaphora resolution system using Expectation Maximisation (EM) algorithm [14].

When it comes to Indian languages, works in anaphora resolution are reported only from few languages such as Hindi, Tamil, Bengali and Malayalam. This situation is contributed by the lack of standard parsers and sophisticated preprocessing tools for Indian languages. The first work in anaphora resolution for Malayalam was reported by Sopha et al. in 2000 as part of her doctoral thesis [15]. Their system (VASISTH) was the first multilingual system for anaphora resolution in Indian languages. Initially, the system was developed for Malayalam and then modified for Hindi. It explores the morphological richness of the language and makes limited use of syntax and other traditional linguistic features. Specific rules are designed for each type of anaphora separately. Athira et al. proposed an algorithm to resolve pronominal anaphors in Malayalam text [16]. They explored a hybrid system for the resolution of pronominal anaphors by incorporating rule-based and statistical approaches. The morphological richness of the language is also utilized in their study. Later, a pronominal anaphora resolution system was proposed by Sobha in 2007 [17]. In her work, she calculated salience weight for each candidate noun phrase from the set of possible candidates. Grammatical features determined the salience factors. The system could achieve comparable performance. High accuracy on a limited data set was the major drawback of her paper. Linguistic issues involved in Co-reference resolution in Malayalam was discussed in detail by Rajendran S in 2018.

3 Proposed method

Our goal is to build an anaphora resolution system for Malayalam which resolves all pronominal anaphors present in a text document. The architecture of the proposed system is shown in figure 2. It shows the general block diagram of pronominal anaphora resolution system for Malayalam. The first module of the architecture is the preprocessing module, where the sentence segmentation and word tokenization operations are carried out. After preprocessing, the preprocessed text is fed to the POS tagging module, where the words from the preprocessed input text are tagged with POS information. The tags used for this study belong to the BIS tagset. The third module of the architecture is the animate noun identification module which identifies the animate nouns from the set of nouns given by the POS tagging module. Animate nouns are the semantic category of nouns referring to persons and animals. They usually correlate with animate pronouns present in a natural language text. Hence identifying animate nouns from the set of nouns in a text document is necessary to resolve the pronominal anaphors present in the document.

After identifying the animate nouns in a POS-tagged text, they...
are sent to a number and gender identification neural network. Morphological features of the language are utilized to identify the number and gender information associated with animate nouns. The morphological features are captured with the help of a suffix stripper which can strip the suffixes of different length. Suffixes of different length act as the feature set for number and gender identification module. MLP classifier is used to build the in-depth analyzer of animate nouns. MLP is a class of feedforward artificial neural networks [18]. It is characterized by multiple hidden layers and non-linear activation. The case information associated with the animate nouns is also identified in this module. A rule-based approach is employed for this purpose.

The final module of the architecture is the anaphora resolution module. For each pronoun present in the tagged text, a set of possible candidates are shortlisted. The possible candidates are animate nouns from the previous four sentences of the anaphor, that agree with the number and gender of the pronoun. After shortlisting the possible candidates, a set of salience values are assigned to each candidate. The salience factors are identified through proper analysis of Malayalam text. The set of salience factors we have considered in our study are given in table 2.

The clause information and subject-object information of shortlisted candidates are identified using a rule-based technique. For that, all the sentences containing the shortlisted candidates are divided into clauses. The words with a verb or adjective POS tag act as the clause boundary in a sentence [19]. In the case of adjectives, the nouns following them are also included in the same clause. For each clause identified in the last step, the subject, object and predicate

Figure 2: General architecture of the proposed system.
information are extracted using the following set of rules [20].

- **Predicate** — The verb or adjective present in the clause will form the predicate.

- **Object** — If the predicate is a verb, the noun preceding it will be the object and if the predicate is an adjective, the noun following it will be the object.

- **Subject** — If the predicate is a verb, the noun preceding the object will be the subject. And if there is no noun preceding the object in the same clause, follow the given rules.

  1. If the predicate of the preceding clause is an adjective, its object will form the subject.

  2. Else the subject of the preceding clause will be the subject.

Conversely, if the predicate is an adjective, the noun preceding it will be the subject.

Finally, the possible candidates are sorted based on the total salience score and the candidate having the highest salience score is selected as the antecedent of the anaphor.

### 4 Experiments and Results

In this section, we will discuss the experiments on each phase of the architecture one by one. The first phase is the preprocessing of raw Malayalam text. We have used NLTK implementation sentence tokenizer and word tokenizer for this purpose [21]. Sentence tokenizer converts raw Malayalam text into a list of sentences, and word tokenizer converts each sentence into a list of words. The preprocessed text is provided to the POS tagging module, where the tagged text is generated. A CRF based tagger developed in our department is employed for this purpose [22]. The third module of the architecture deals with animate noun identification. MLP classifier is used to build the animate noun identifier. A set of nouns belonging to both animate and non-animate category is used as the training data. Each noun in the training data is labelled with corresponding class information (animate/non-animate). A set of 109430 nouns were prepared in this way and used for building the machine learning model. ‘Fasttext’ is used to convert words into vectors. ‘Fasttext’ is an efficient way to convert words to vectors developed by Facebook’s AI research lab [23].

The different configuration of the neural network with various word vector sizes was attempted to build the animate noun identification model. A four-layered architecture with two hidden layers seemed to be the optimum one. The first layer is the input layer which accepts the input. Second and third layers are hidden lay-
ers with ‘tanh’ activation. The last layer is the output layer which generates the output. Softmax is used as the activation function in the output layer. A network with more hidden layers could not improve the performance and only delayed the convergence time. Hence we finalized our hidden layer size as (2,200), where 2 is the number of hidden layers, and 200 is the size of the hidden layers. The maximum accuracy obtained by the classifier on test data is 90.01%. Figure 3 shows the input and output of the animate noun identification module on sample text.

The fourth module of the architecture deals with deep level tagging of animate nouns. MLP classifier is used to build the deep level tagging module. Training data required for the study is a set of names with different number and gender features. Distinct classes considered for the investigation are shown in table 1. 12600 nouns belonging to different categories were prepared for this purpose. Suffixes of various length are used as the feature set for the classifier. Since words and suffixes are symbolic units, it can’t be directly fed into neural networks. Hence, we converted our feature set numeric values using DictVectorizer, a python functionality [24]. Various configurations of the MLP classifier are attempted in our study. A smaller network was not able to represent the data efficiently and increasing the network size did not improve accuracy. Hence, we experimentally finalized our hidden layer size as (2,200), where 2 is the number of hidden layers, and 200 is the size of each hidden layer. ‘Relu’ is used as the activation function and ‘Adam’ as the optimizer. The maximum accuracy was obtained by the classifier when the number of features was eight. The performance of the number and gender classifier with a different number of features is shown in figure 5.

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, experiments were conducted on two different types of datasets. These experiments were aimed to find the contribution of animate noun identifier and deep level tagger of nouns to the overall accuracy of the system.

4.1 Dataset1
This dataset contains short stories from children story domain. We have taken short stories in the Malayalam language from [25], a popular site for Malayalam short stories. Each story contains around 20 to 30 sentences of moderate length. Since children stories follow a
straightforward narrative style, the structural complexity of the sentences will be limited. The performance of the anaphora resolution algorithm on this dataset can represent the baseline performance.

4.2 Dataset2

This dataset contains text from news article domain. We have taken news articles from [26], a popular site for Malayalam news. Unlike the children short stories, here the structural complexity of the sentences is not limited. The length of the sentences may go over 25 words. Each article contains around 30 to 40 sentences. Results of our algorithm on both the datasets are summarized in table 3.

From the above experiments, it is observed that the proposed system achieves an overall accuracy of 82.5%. The correctness of the results obtained is verified with the help of language experts. Malayalam is a free word order language, which affects the accuracy of the system. It is observed that the case information associated with the nouns can also decide the antecedent of the pronouns. Some pronouns refer to both animate and inanimate things, which also affects the performance of the system.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents the experimental results of anaphora resolution system in Malayalam language using a hybrid approach. The exclusive feature of the proposed system is the use of machine learning as well as the rule-based technique for the resolution of pronominal anaphors. Malayalam is an agglutinative free word order language, and hence it has many complications in resolving pronouns. The deeper level analysis of nouns helps in the semantic understanding of natural language text. The power of word embedding is also exploited in the study, which helped in recognizing the animate nouns from non-animate nouns. Experimental results show that the deep level analysis of nouns is essential for resolving the pronominal anaphors present in a text document. The morphological richness of Malayalam language is also utilized in this study with the help of suffix stripping algorithms. In our experiments, we have observed that the increase in morphological features results in the increase in accuracy of tagging systems. Hence, incorporating morphological features in the analysis of natural language text appears to be promising for languages such as Malayalam. In the current work, we have focussed only on the resolution of pronominal anaphora. In future, we aim at the resolution of non-pronominal anaphora such as event anaphora, one-anaphora, etc.
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